Abstract. Scene matching is one of the key techniques to revise the positioning accumulation error of Inertia Navigation System (INS) for many kinds of unmanned air vehicles (UAVs). When the altitude of aircraft is too low or the ground texture is not rich enough, the traditional scene matching method might fail to get reliable positioning results because of lack of match information. Based on those considerations, we present a new synchronous mosaicing and matching technique based on image mosaicing using INS information to increase match information for scene matching navigation system. In order to achieve image mosaicing, the attitude information measured by INS at imaging instant are used to geometrically transform real-time images to a unified reference coordinate system. Using this scheme, we can eliminate the geometric distortion between real-time images, and then achieve image mosaicing accurately and reliably. In order to ensure the real-time performance of the system, we present a new synchronous mosaicing and matching technique (SMMT). Because of the increase of match information, our method can get more reliable positioning results, and also can reduce the requirement for image texture. Scene matching using many real-time images obtained from the electro-optic pod system clearly justify our method.
Introduction
GPS/INS integrated navigation system is a commonly used technology by many kinds of autonomous navigation aircrafts for navigation and guidance. In this integrated system, positioning accumulation error of INS can be revised by GPS. However, the system has a serious flaw: when the signal of GPS cannot be available for a long time or the number of searched satellites is too small, the system may fail to work properly. In order to solve this problem, many scholars choose vision navigation system as a candidate to replace GPS while GPS is unavailable, and make a GPS/INS/Vision integrated navigation system [1] . Scene matching, which is often used to determine the relative position between real-time image and reference image, plays an important role in vision navigation technology. The real-time images are usually obtained from the electro-optic pod system in real time. The reference images are usually obtained and stored in advance, and the geographic coordinate for each pixel point has been accurately calibrated. Therefore, after determining the relative position between real-time image and reference image, one can get the current geographic coordinate of aircraft, and then revise the positioning accumulation error of INS. Because high resolution real-time image and reference image data are usually used for scene matching, the positioning accuracy of scene matching can be comparable with that of Difference Global Positioning System (DGPS) in many situations. The procedure of scene matching system can be stated as follows: Because real-time image and reference image are usually obtained by different imaging sensor at different time and different illumination conditions, for example: reference image is usually obtained by the space borne visible light sensor at quite ideal condition, but real-time image may be obtained by visible light, infared or Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) sensor at any conditions. Therefore, there may be some obvious scene distortions between real-time image and reference image. In order to get reliable positioning results, scene matching area selection is usually used for selecting those areas which are suitable for scene matching according to variance of gray scale, edge density, edge continuity and etc.. [2] [3] [4] ; and then route planning is used to make sure the aircraft enter into the matching areas; scene matching begins to conduct when the aircraft enters into the matching areas; revise the positioning accumulation error of INS after matching. Scene matching navigation system adopted by most of autonomous navigation missiles are designed based on the method described in [5] .
Scene matching is a branch of image processing and pattern recognition, commonly used scene matching methods can be divided into two categories: feature based scene matching and region based scene matching. Feature based scene matching is usually composed of three main procedures: feature extraction, feature matching and outlier detection. The features usually include: corner, edge, blob, ridge and etc. [6] [7] [8] . Region based scene matching methods are mainly composed of some template matching methods, whose procedures include: image reprocessing and similarity/difference measurement. The purpose of image reprocessing is to emphasize the common information (such as: large scale edge information) and to compress some sensor and illumination dependent information. The commonly used image reprocessing methods usually include: spatial gradient operators, which include Four Directional-Derivative-Energy Image [9] , Sobel, Prewitt, Laplacian and etc., and illumination invariant descriptors which include Phase Congruence [10] , Local Binary Pattern [11] and etc.. The common used similarity/difference measurements include Correlation, normalized correlation, Squared Brightness Differences, Sum of Squared Brightness Differences [12] , Absolute Value of Differences [13] , Mutual information [14] and etc.. In order to enhance the robustness, region based scene matching methods, which can make full use of all scene information, are usually adopted by many engineers to resist the significant texture distortions between real-time image and reference image. The main differences lie in the region based scene matching methods are different image reprocessing methods or different similarity/difference measurements, but match information is limited to only one frame of real-time image. The method, which makes use of more than one frames to get more reliable positioning results by means of image mosaicing, hasn't been discussed to the author's knowledge.
In this paper, we present a new image mosaicing method which makes use of measurement of INS to conduct image mosaicing for increasing match information. The content of the paper can be summarized as follows. In section 1, we firstly describe how to use the information of INS to achieve image mosaicing; then we briefly introduce the image reprocessing method used in this work; finally we describe the implementation method of SMMT. In section 2, many experiments using real visible light and infared data are performed to testify our method. In the end, conclusions are drawn and possible future works are given.
Synchronous Mosaicing and Matching Technique Based on the Information of INS
The amount of information contained in a template is an important factor that affects the performance of the region based scene matching. Generally speaking, more information can increase the algorithm's resistance to noise and local texture distortion, can also reduce the number of repeating patters in the search area of reference image at the same time, which are all advantageous to obtain more reliable matching results. However, because of cruising altitude, field of vision and characteristic of ground scene, the information of a single frame is not enough to get reliable matching results in practical use. In order to solve this problem, we present a new image mosaicing method using the information of INS to combine more than one frames to increase match information.
The implementation process of the presented SMMT based on INS information can be stated as: (1) geometrically transform real-time image to the unified reference coordinate system using the attitude and altitude information obtained from INS at imaging instant; (2) reprocess real-time image, update logic matrix and mosaic image; (3) conduct the scene matching using the mosaic image and the reprocessed reference image, and the update the logic matrix and the mosaic image; (4) if the valid size of the mosaic image is larger than pre-set threshold, output positioning result; otherwise, go to step 1 and continue to iterate.
Geometrically Transformation for Real-Time Images Based on Information of INS
INS is a completely autonomous navigation system which can measure a series of motion parameters for aircraft, such as pitch angle, roll angle, yaw angle, geodetic coordinate and etc., without receiving or sending any signals. However, the positioning error of INS accumulates as time goes on, so it usually needs to be corrected by GPS or scene matching at regular intervals. Now the attitude measuring precision of the high-end INSs is usually better than 0.01  , and the attitude measuring precision of some medium-level INSs is also better than 0.1  . Therefore, we can make use of the attitude information of INS to geometrically transform real-time images, and can satisfy the required precision by scene matching. The method of geometric transformation based on information of INS and detailed deducing go as follows. Let CCC C-X Y Z denote the camera coordinate system, o-xz denote the image physical coordinate system, their relationship is shown in figure 1 . The origin of camera coordinate system, C, is the optical centre of camera, and the axis, C Y , is coincident with the optical axis; The origin of image physical coordinate system, o , is the intersection between the optical axis and image plane, and the direction of x , z is coincident with the direction of C X , C Z respectively. Let f denote the distance from C to the plane xz , C C C (X ,Y ,Z ) denote the coordinate of object point, P, in the camera coordinate system, and (x,z) denote the coordinate of its corresponding image point, p, in the image physical coordinate system. According to imaging relationship, we can get the equality as follow.
If we suppose the camera are installed as downward-looking mode, the relationship between the reference coordinate system, C-XYZ , and the camera coordinate system, CCC C-X Y Z , can be shown in Figure 1 . The origin of reference coordinate system is coincident with the origin of camera coordinate system. The direction of Y-axis is sky, the direction of X-axis is north, and the direction of Z-axis can be determined by the right-hand rule. If let  denote the angle between the axis, C X , and the plane XZ ,  denote the angle between the projection line of the axis C X on the plane XZ and X-axis,  denote the angle between the axis C Z and the plane XZ , (X,Y,Z) denote the coordinate of the object point P in the reference coordinate system, we can get the transformation as follow. 
where:
A denotes coordinates rotation matrix which can be obtained by rotating  around Y-axis,  around Z-axis,  around X-axis. The rotation matrix
A can be calculated as follow. As shown in Figure 2 , in order to eliminate the geometric distortions between the real-time images and reference image, we use the reference image coordinate system as the geometric transformation base, and transform each real-time image to the base. From Equality 1 to equality 3, we can determine the transformation between the coordinate of object point P in the real-time image coordinate system, ( , ) xz, and the coordinate of object point P in the reference image coordinate, ( ', ') xz. xz and ( ', ') xz denote the coordinates in the image physical coordinate system, ( , ) nm and ( ', ') nmdenote their corresponding coordinates in the image pixel coordinate system, and the we can get the equality as follow.
After Equality 5 is put in Equality 4, we can get the transformation between the real-time image coordinate system and the reference image coordinate system. Equality 6 denotes a perspective transformation model which can be used to correct the perspective distortions between the real-time image coordinate system and the reference image coordinate system caused by the tilt angle of camera. If we define the height of optical centre of camera at imaging instant as Height(meter), the spatial resolution of reference image as R(pixel/meter), the horizontal and vertical of scaling factors of real-time images, H S and V S , can be expressed as follow. 
Equality 6 and Equality 7 can be used to correct the perspective and scaling distortions respectively which can be conducted through two independent steps. However, in order to save more computation, we combine equality 6 with equality 7 as follow. 
Using equality 8, we can achieve the geometric correction for real-time images in a single step. The  ,  and  between the camera coordinate system and the reference coordinate system at different imaging instant can be obtained from INS, and the imaging altitude can be usually obtained from on-board, altimeter.
Actually, because the imaging interval of between two real-time images is quite short (<0.5second), the accumulation positioning error is also quite small. In most situations, we can get the quite accurate translation P  just through positioning information of INS, and achieve image mosaicing just based on the information of INS. The template matching is introduced only when the imaging instant is too long or accumulation positioning error is too large.
Gray-Scale Reprocessing
In order to increase match information for scene matching, we can use the mosaiced image to replace the single frame as the template to conduct scene matching after completion of image mosaicing, and other parts of scene matching can just stay the same. This is a simple and safe way, and is theoretically established. However, in practice, because the size of mosaiced image is usually much larger than the single frame, which may increase computational cost significantly, and affect the real-time performance of system. If we suppose the imaging interval is defined as 1 t  , in orestes ensure the real-time requirement, the computational time of scene matching using single frame 2 t  should less or equal to 1 t  . The image mosaicing using INS information greatly simplifies the computation, so its computational time 3 t  is much less than 1 t  . Therefore, if the order of combination is image mosaicing first and then scene matching, the computational system will has much idle time while image mosaicing; and after completion of image mosaicing, the system will be unable to process in time. In order to solve this problem, we present a new SMMT which can make use of idle times, and conduct image mosaicing and scene matching synchronously, so we can get scene matching results in real time after image mosaicing, and ensure the real-time performance of system. Let to update mosaic I , and L is also need to be updated, as shown in equality 9.
, ( 1) 1
If we define search A as the area to be searched in the reference image, and its size is hw  , we can pre-set correction matrix corr M to save similarity/difference measurement between template and each search window, the size of corr M can be expressed as ( / ) ( / ) h step w step  , where step denotes the search step. The similarity measurement can be calculated as follow. 
If the element of compute logic matrix ( , ) L i j is labeled as 0, its corresponding pixel ( , ) ijwill not participate in computing similarity measurement, and its contribution to similarity measurement is 0; otherwise, computing its contribution and add it to similarity measurement. Because the gray-scale degree of mosaic I and refedge I are[0-255], the maximum value of ( , )
refedge mosaic
When the small the gray-scale difference between corresponding pixels is, the greater their contribution to similarity measurement is. Through compute logic matrix L , we can choose those valid pixels in mosaiced image to participate in computing similarity measurement. After completion of correlation matrix computing for the first mosaicing frame, we need to store the correlation matrix and reset the elements of L as follow.
If we have determined the corresponding point of the centre of the second mosaicing frame is 
, , 0 , 0 
,
From equality 13 to equality 15, we can take out the non-overlapping pixels between 
The presented SMMT makes use of the compute logic matrix to label those new added non-overlapping pixels for each mosaicing frame and let labeled pixels to participate in computing similarity measurement, so SMMT can make use of idle time while image mosaicing at the imaging interval, and then get matching positions in real time after completion of image mosaicing. Theoretical equivalence between SMMT and the method of image mosaicing first and then scene matching is ensured by using the linear additive property of similarity measurement defined in equality 12. Because of excellent real-time performance, SMMT is more suitable for real-time scene matching navigation system.
Experiments
In order to test and verify the presented image mosaicing and SMMT, we do a total of 10080 scene matching experiments using a lot of real images obtained by electro-optic pods which include 6180 scene matching experiments using infared image data and 3900 scene matching experiments using visible light image data. The imaging time is day-and-night, the reference image is satellite Image and its spatial resolution is 4 meter. The truth value of scene matching is provided by DGPS whose positioning precision is better than 1 meter (0.25 pixel). If the difference between the result of scene matching and DGPS is less than 20 meter(5 pixel), we decide the scene matching is correct, otherwise, we decide the scene matching fails. According to this criterion, the correct rate of our scene matching is 96.47% which can well meet the requirement of engineering, and reach the anticipated destination.
In Figure 3 , we show a result of image mosaicing using INS information. The real-time image sequence is captured by a on-board capture at different attitude and altitude, the size of real-time image is 320×256, the mosaicing scale s is 2.5. In order to evaluate the precision of image mosaicing visually, we enlarge the mosaiced image 5 times firstly, and then observe with an unaided eye. We haven't found any misalignment and accumulation errors.
In order to test real-time performance of the presented image mosaicing, we do a total of 100 geometric correlation using real-time images whose size is 320×256 on the computer whose CPU is 2.0 GHz, memory is 2G, and the average computational time of one single frame is 0.004175 second which is much faster than many traditional image mosaicing methods. In figure 4 , we show two set of scene matching results using infared real-time images with image mosaicing and without image mosaicing, and the results obtained from GPS is also shown for comparison. We do a total of 322 scene matching experiments for both modes, and the size of search area is 200×200(method), and the spatial resolution of reference image is 4 meter, the truth value is provided by DGPS. We can see, the matching results with image mosaicing are more coincident with DGPS, whose differences are all less than 2pixels, whose correlation rate is 100%, but the results without image mosaicing have many false matching results. 
Conclusion
We present a new image mosaicing method using INS information to increase match information, which can improve the reliability of scene matching, and reduce the difficult for matching area selection and route planning; we present a SMMT which can output the matcing results after completion of image mosaicing in real time, and more suitable for real-time scene matching navigation system compare with the mode of image mosaicing first and then scene matching. Many scene matching experimental results using real images obtained by electro-optic pods comprehensively evaluate the reliability, the validity and the real-time performance of our method. At present, we have applied our technique to real-time scene matching navigation system, and significantly improve the reliability and applicability of system. In future, we plan to use the technique to extend the scene matching to the conditions of all weather, day-and-night, low flight altitude and sparse textured ground scene.
